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Abstract

Economic experiments have traditionally been conducted in laboratory settings. Since experimental conditions can be easily controlled and manipulated in the lab, high internal validity can be achieved. The external validity of lab experiments, however, is often poor due to the highly stylized environment. Hence, in recent years, researchers have increasingly left the lab and used the Internet to run economic experiments. In this paper, we aim to systematize economic experiments and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of online approaches. In particular, we focus on the question of how experiments can be used for policy analysis in the agricultural sector. Our core findings are as follows: first, the costs of online experiments are considerably lower than those of traditional lab experiments. This applies to the direct costs of experimenters as well as to the opportunity costs of experimental subjects. Second, experimenters, who always struggle with limited budgets, can exploit the cost advantage of online approaches and take various measures to increase external validity. Spare funds can be used to recruit more participants and/or to grant higher performance-related payoffs. In conjunction with participants’ reduced opportunity costs, they will also make it easier to recruit representatives of the social group of interest (e.g., farmers), instead of using convenience groups of students as surrogate experimental subjects. A high-numbered experimental testing of the real behavior of real decision makers who face relevant real payoffs has a good chance to increase external validity. Experimenters cannot observe, for example, which sources of information, tools, time, and effort participants use to arrive at experimental decisions.
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1 Introduction

The core idea of a behavioral experiment is to ceteris paribus manipulate an independent variable in an artificially designed and well-controlled setting, thus facilitating the identification of the variable’s influence on decision making. Contrary to well-controllable experimental settings, many variables simultaneously and continuously change in real-life environments that are the traditional object of scientific observation. The violation of the ceteris paribus condition in observational studies hampers or even impedes the identification of cause and effect relationships. This especially applies if, in the real-life environment, strong stochastic influences interfere with systematic developments that have only long-term effects.

The potential field of application for behavioral experiments is vast. It encompasses positive analysis (generation of hypotheses, theory testing), as well as conditional forecasting and normative analysis for social actors who attempt to steer the behavior of others through various mechanisms (mechanism design). In the past, theory and hypothesis testing has been one of the most important reasons to run behavioral experiments. A prominent example is expected utility theory that is based on simple rationality axioms (cf., VON NEUMANN and MORGENSTERN, 1944). Its explanatory as well as its predictive power for human decision making under risk was early queried by experimental analysts, both from the economic and psychological
disciplines (cf., e.g., ALLAIS, 1953; ELLSBERG, 1961; KAHNEMAN and TVERSKY, 1979). The deviations in behavior – compared to conventional rational-choice predictions – that were identified and replicated in numerous experiments made an important contribution to the generation of new hypotheses and the specification of theory. But even without consolidated theory, experiments may play an important role. Within policy analysis, for example, they can be used to forecast the behavioral changes that are likely to be induced by institutional innovations. Such what-if analyses (conditional forecasts) are systematic tests of how the members of a group of interest would decide if they were faced with a new institutional framework. In other words, understanding the black box of individual decision making is not an imperative requirement within an experimental assessment of the likely behavioral outcomes of institutional innovations such as new regulatory measures. In agricultural policy, where the mitigation of externality problems (environmental and climate protection, production of public goods, etc.) through apt regulatory mechanisms (incentives, steering taxes, allocation of novel property rights, mandatory rules) is of great importance, experimental approaches possibly open up new opportunities for a reliable forecast of farmers’ behavior under changed conditions.

Since the mid-20th century, economic experiments are used to explore human decision-making behavior (cf., e.g., CHAMBERLIN, 1948; FOURAKER et al., 1962; SMITH, 1962; FOURAKER and SIEGEL, 1963). Early economic experiments dealing with the problem of public goods can be attributed to BOHM (1972). The importance of these approaches for agricultural economics results from the fact that environmental goods often have properties of public or common goods. Using field experiments and role playing games, OSTROM (1990) examines various institutions for the protection of common goods. Markets and the design of auctions (cf., e.g., ROTH, 1988) are further fields of application for experimental studies. This is due to the fact that unintended consequences and high costs for auctioneers (e.g., reduction of state revenues) may arise if people’s behavior unexpectedly deviates from narrow rational-choice predictions.

The first controlled experiments were conducted with students in classroom settings.\(^1\) The psychologists Kahneman and Tversky, for example, became famous for their classroom studies (cf., e.g., KAHNEMAN and TVERSKY, 1979; TVERSKY and KAHNEMAN, 1992). With the growing availability and computational power of modern PCs, computer-based experiments in laboratory environments (economic experimental laboratories) became increasingly popular. PCs were found to be particularly well-suited for computationally complex multi-period experiments as the considerable time delays of manual calculations could be avoided. Furthermore, partition panels for the temporary separation of the individual workstations in the lab and other technical features allowed experimenters to control the mutual influence of participants and many other environmental conditions. Even more so than in classroom experiments, a high internal validity can be obtained in well-equipped computer labs since environmental factors can be controlled with little effort. This comes at costs, however. One particular disadvantage of lab experiments is their dubious external validity caused by the fact that experimental subjects do not only face artificial decision environments but may also have to cope with unfamiliar tasks (cf., e.g., LOEWENSTEIN, 1999; LEVITT and LIST, 2007).

Instead of classroom and laboratory experiments, social psychologists adopted online experiments back in the mid-1990’s (cf., e.g., REIPS, 1996; KRANTZ et al., 1997). At the same time, economic experimenters first started using online approaches to investigate various issues, such as intertemporal decisions (cf., e.g., ANDERHUB et al., 2000) or behavior, in online auctions (cf., e.g., ROTH and OCKENFELS, 2002). In recent years, online experiments have become increasingly widespread, mainly due to the fact that experimental subjects enjoy much more flexibility and are free, for example, from spatial and temporal restrictions such as having to travel to the lab at a given date (cf., e.g., ANDERHUB et al., 2001; CHARNESS et al., 2013).

Since the early 1980’s, the experimental investigation of farmers’ decision-making behavior under risk has been a key issue among agricultural economists (cf., e.g., BINSWANGER, 1981; REYNAUD and COUTURE, 2010; BRICK et al., 2012). Other issues have also been taken up. TRENKEL (2005), for example, discusses the advantages and disadvantages of economic experiments and points out that experiments can be used to evaluate the predictive power of rational choice predictions. He does not refer to online experiments, however. BREUSTEDT et al. (2008) experimentally investigate how various auction designs in-
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\(^1\) This is why the term “classroom experiment” is now used to describe an experiment that is conducted at a defined location but without using specific lab equipment (cf., e.g., KAHNEMAN et al., 1990).
fluence the willingness of farmers to participate in environmental programs. STEINHORST and BAHRS (2012) experimentally quantify the risk attitudes of both farmers and traders of agricultural goods and then analyze the consistency of their experimental choices with their risk attitudes. MÜHOF F et al. (2013) experimentally examine whether the real options approach is more suitable to explain the disinvestment decisions of farmers than the traditional net present value.

The increasing popularity of economic experiments has sparked various categorization and systematization attempts. GÜALA (2005) describes important methodological aspects of experimental economics and distinguishes between lab and field experiments. The author does not concern himself, however, with the specific features and the increasing importance of online experiments. Similarly, LUSK and SHOGREN (2007) discuss the advantages and disadvantages of lab and field experiments. While pointing out that the importance of auctions has increased due to the growing importance of technology platforms such as eBay, they do not systematically contrast conventional auction experiments (for early auction experiments cf., e.g., SMITH, 1965, and SMITH, 1967) with non-online auction experiments. In contrast, the psychologist REIPS (2002) emphasizes the differences between lab and online experiments and lists some advantages and disadvantages of the latter. With a view to experimental economics, CHARNESS et al. (2007) provide a brief tabular comparison of both types of experiments. Nevertheless, the systematic classification and evaluation of online experiments remains fragmentary. Knowledge gaps persist especially regarding the question of how they can best be used for policy analysis in the agricultural sector.

With this in mind, this paper aims to systematize economic experiments and to identify the advantages and disadvantages of online experiments. Comparing conventional and online experiments, we put a specific focus on three criteria: practicability, costs, and validity. In the following section 2, we provide a comprehensive categorization of economic experiments including online experiments. In section 3, we focus on the advantages and disadvantages of Internet-based individual experiments compared to other experimental approaches. We finally discuss in section 4 the opportunities of experimental policy analysis in the agricultural sector.

2 A Categorization of Economic Experiments

The overall aim of economic experiments is to provide a better understanding of economic choices as well as reliable conditional forecasts. Experimental setups serve as systematic tests of how individuals (would) behave in various decision-making situations. One of the most crucial objectives of experimental studies is to identify the differences in behavior between individuals, groups, and contexts. Performance-related incentives are often considered as a necessary requirement for meaningful results in economic experiments. Performance-related incentives are to ensure that the choices that participants make in the experiment have real consequences. Such an experimental testing of people’s behavior enables the analyst to combine the advantage of revealed-preference approaches with a systematic control of the environment. In other words, economic experiments allow us to generate empirical information about real behavior with real consequences under ceteris paribus conditions (cf., e.g., SMITH, 1982; FALK, 2001). In regular social life with its dynamic environments, in contrast, we are very rarely able to observe people’s behavior under ceteris paribus conditions. The identification of behavioral determinants is thence difficult, unless we are lucky enough to stumble across a natural experiment.2

In an attempt to push the revelation of “true” behavior, most economists, as opposed to psychologists, incentivize experiments and grant performance-related payoffs (cf., e.g., HERTWIG and ORTMANN, 2001). Performance-related incentives are aimed to compensate participants’ mental costs (work effort), thus in-
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2 To avoid terminological confusion, it should be noted that surveys, even those that are explicitly designed to collect information regarding people’s would-be (hypothetical) behavior in various situations, are not experiments. They do not reveal behavior and remain stated-preference approaches. Despite their misleading label, discrete-choice “experiments” are thus not experiments. What is labeled a “choice” is just a statement in a survey.

3 Especially in the case of intellectually demanding experimental tasks, experimental economists usually claim that performance-related incentives must be used to compensate participants for their mental effort (work effort hypothesis; cf., e.g., SMITH and WALKER, 1993). Alternatively, experiments have been conducted that use social reputation as an incentive and publish the performance of participants (cf., e.g., DUERSCH et al., 2009). By contrast, psychologists often contend that extrinsic incentives and, in particular, monetary payoffs should
ducing them to seriously consider experimental choices and to make an intellectual effort to solve the given problem. Furthermore, they aim to make participants reveal their true goals and perceptions as well as their evaluations of the potentially conflicting consequences of experimental behaviors. This includes trade-offs between self-interested and altruistic goals. Non-incentivized experiments may be flawed in two ways: Experimental subjects may be “lazy”; and they may exaggerate their social preferences since people have a built-in tendency to present themselves in the way they perceive to be socially desirable – at least if they can do so at no cost (social desirability bias; cf., e.g., MILFONT, 2009; COSTANIGRO et al., 2011; NORWOOD and LUSK, 2011).

Many different experimental designs are in line with the aforementioned general definition of economic experiments. Their precise configurations that, in turn, determine their adequateness for various research questions can differ in numerous ways. Figure 1 categorizes the different types of economic experiments.

We use four categories to classify economic experiments: First, the general type of decision-making environment in which the experiment is carried out (experiments in an artificial environment versus field experiments); the second category is the experimental location (laboratory experiments versus extra-laboratory experiments); the third is the communication medium used (laboratory experiments without and with PC versus extra-laboratory online experiments); the fourth is the interdependencies between the participants (multi-person experiments with interdependencies versus individual experiments without interdependencies).

Figure 1. Categorization of economic experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic experiments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiments in an artificial decision-making environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with PC (&quot;in the laboratory&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without PC (&quot;in the classroom&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra-laboratory (online) experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-person experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-person experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-person experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual experiments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own representation

not be used since they may cause unintended consequences and crowd out participants’ intrinsic motivation (crowding-out hypothesis; cf., e.g., GNEEZY and RUSTICINI, 2000).
prevent researchers from creating essentially different conditions for a random subset of the population for scientific purposes only (cf., e.g., BURTLESS, 1995; MUSHOFF and HIRSCHAUER, 2011). Against this background, economic experiments are usually carried out with voluntary participants (self-selection) who make decisions in an artificially designed environment. Self-selection, however, may cause a bias (self-selection bias) that dwarfs experimental analysis (cf., e.g., ROSENTHAL and ROSNOW, 2009).

We can distinguish two groups of experiments that are conducted in an artificial decision-making environment: laboratory experiments that are performed at a defined location as opposed to extra-laboratory experiments where participants are not obliged to turn up at a certain location. Laboratory experiments can be conducted as “classroom experiments” or in an experimental laboratory equipped with PC and other technical gadgets (cf., FISCHBACHER, 1998). The great advantage of the lab is that the experimental environment can be easily controlled. Thus, experimenters can ceteris paribus isolate the behavioral influence of their variables of interest and achieve a high internal validity. However, external validity is often a problem (cf., e.g., SCHRAM, 2005) since the artificial and usually stylized experimental environment restricts the generalizability and transferability of the results to regular decision-making contexts (cf., e.g., LOEWENSTEIN, 1999). In other words, experimental economists face a trade-off between artificial environments, on the one hand, and less artificial, more realistic (“richer”) environments, on the other. While the former guarantees high internal validity, the latter provides high external validity (cf., e.g., FALK, 2001). In addition, practical problems may arise to recruit enough participants for lab experiments due to the high spatial and temporal requirements that must be met by participants. Of course, this will especially be a problem in “sophisticated” approaches that attempt to recruit true representatives of the social group of interest (e.g., farmer) instead of using the conventional surrogate group of students.

Most economic studies have been conducted with “convenience” groups of students for reasons of practicability. The external validity of such studies is dubious if we want to learn something useful about the behavior of specific social groups other than students. With this in mind, it is hardly surprising that extra-laboratory experiments have been increasingly used in recent years. The term “extra-laboratory experiment,” which has been coined by CHARNESS et al. (2013), refers in general to experiments that do not take place in the traditional lab environment. This includes studies (not depicted in Figure 1) in which individuals participate in an economic experiment, for example, in their home environment instead of in the classroom (cf., e.g., GALARZA, 2009). However, many extra-laboratory experiments in industrial countries are indeed designed as online experiments in order to reduce the burden for experimenters and facilitate participation (cf., e.g., HORTON and CHILTON, 2010).

Classroom experiments, PC-based lab experiments, and online extra-laboratory experiments can either be designed as multi-person experiments (with interdependencies between participants) or as individual experiments. Multi-person experiments with interdependencies are games in the tradition of game theory. That is, the monetary consequences (payoffs) resulting from the individual’s choices do not only depend on her/his own decisions and, eventually, a stochastic environment but also on the other participants’ decisions in the experiment. Exemplary game-theoretic experiments include the ultimatum game, the trust game, and the public goods game (cf., e.g., LEDYARD, 1995; FEHR and GÄCHTER, 2000; MCCABE et al., 2003). In individual experiments, the experimental subject’s payoffs depend exclusively on her/his choices and, eventually, a stochastic environment. Individual choices do not affect, however, the payoffs of other participants. Individual experiments can take various forms. Simple business simulation games in which the participants “play against the computer” and can earn money depending on their individual performance (one-person games) are one example. Other examples are multiple-price lists such as incentivized Holt and Laury lotteries (cf., HOLT and LAURY, 2002) which are used to make individuals reveal their risk attitude (cf., e.g., HARRISON and RUTSTRÖM, 2008) by making them decide between several corresponding lottery pairs.

Rational choice is the axiomatic assumption of game theory that, based on formal modeling, is geared
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4 However, legal pilot projects that are carried out in the framework of policy or technological impact assessments can be categorized as controlled field experiments, the transferability of which is evaluated by an explicit concomitant research (cf., e.g., BJÖRKMAN and SVENSSON, 2009).

5 It should be noted that despite their label, one-person games are not games in the sense of game theory since no interdependencies exist between participants.
towards the identification of strategic equilibria for exclusively self-interested and payoff-maximizing agents. While some multi-person experiments address the question of whether game-theoretic equilibria can be approximated (cf., e.g., Camerer, 2003), others explicitly ask the question of how material payoffs in conjunction with social outcomes (social distinction, social recognition, social disrespect) and the consistency of individual choice with internalized values and identity (cf., e.g., Akerlof and Kranton, 2010) affect decision making (cf., e.g., Chaudhuri, 2011). Key concerns in the latter type of analysis are the influences of positive and negative reciprocity, altruistic punishment, control aversion, and trust (cf., e.g., Charness and Haruvy, 2002). Specific experimental designs enable the analyst to study the behavioral effects that are produced by social interaction, both with other individuals who actively take part in the experiments and with non-involved third parties. In this line, numerous variations of the ultimatum game (originally designed by Güth et al., 1982), for example, have been designed so far. They range from an anonymous implementation of the experiment without interaction between participants (cf., e.g., Bolton and Zwick, 1995) to a public experimental set-up where not only the experimental subjects but also non-involved third parties can observe and eventually react to the behavior of individual participants (cf., e.g., Magen, 2005).

3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Internet-based Individual Experiments

If a research question lends itself in principle to the field of experimental economics, analysts will have to make a difficult choice between numerous experimental designs, all of which have their advantages and disadvantages. The first question that needs to be answered is which designs enable the experimenter to answer his/her specific research question. In a further step, the designs that have been found to be generally suitable for providing answers have to be checked regarding their practicability and their ability to keep within the given research budget.

The most important methodological choice is whether to use a field experiment or an experiment in an artificial decision-making environment. Compared to field experiments, the artificial environment offers many advantages, including the researcher’s discretion where and when to run the experiment, the short period of time and relatively low costs that are required to run the experiment, the improved control of the environment, and, last not least, an easy replication resulting from the aforementioned advantages. It must be noted, however, that the generation of experimental data in artificial decision-making environments also involves serious drawbacks. We always need to critically scrutinize, for example, if, or to what extent, the causalities that have been identified in the experiment can be generalized to the considerably more complex regular life environment of the social group of interest.

3.1 Practicability, Costs, and Time Required for Conducting Experiments

Online experiments can be easily carried out in developed industrial countries due to the wide distribution of modern communication technologies. Compared to lab experiments, the advantages that are inherent to the artificial experimental environment in general (flexibility, speed, costs, and easy replication) are even more pronounced for online experiments. A different picture emerges if one looks at the controllability of the experimental environment and its implications for internal validity (see section 3.2).

Online experiments have considerable advantages over lab experiments due to the spatial and temporal flexibility they offer to the participants and the speed in which experiments can be conducted. In online experiments, no travel costs arise since experimental subjects do not have to travel to a lab. Moreover, the opportunity costs of participants are greatly reduced for two reasons: First, participants enjoy a great temporal flexibility as to when exactly to take part in the experiment. Second, the total time required for participation in the experiment is lower. Both features facilitate experiments with larger numbers of participants. In addition, it increases the researcher’s discretion to include experimental subjects from various regions, including high distance locations. Not only the burden for participants in online experiments but also the direct costs for experimenters are lower since no lab capacities have to be provided. This facilitates a quasi-unlimited simultaneous as well as sequential participation of large numbers of participants. Lab experiments, in contrast, always face capacity limita-
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6 For mobile laboratories (cf., e.g., Schade and Burkeister-Lamp, 2009), the participants’ travel expenses are low or non-existent. In contrast, the experimenter’s travel costs are on the rise.
tions, and several experimental runs may be needed to obtain sufficiently large numbers of participants.7

In individual experiments, the researcher can exploit the organizational advantages of the Internet without limitation. In multi-person experiments that are carried out in the tradition of game theory (i.e., with interdependencies between participants), the participants’ autonomy, which is an inherent feature of the online approach, may cause problems. On the one hand, “technical” problems may arise if experimental subjects do not take part at the same time or if they do not complete the entire experiment. On the other, undisclosed bias and internal validity problems may be caused if they engage in mutual communication and make agreements that are not controlled by the experimenter. Problems of the latter kind are especially critical for experiments that are explicitly aimed to identify how social interaction affects human behavior.

### 3.2 Internal and External Validity

With the control over the decision-making environment being low in online experiments, the researcher does not exactly know which sources of information and resources the participants use and how they communicate with others during the experiment. It thus remains unclear, for example, how much time the participants actually use for the experimental tasks. With regard to validity, “going online” in experiments has a double-edged effect. Internal validity is threatened, but the more realistic setting of the decision environment may increase external validity (i.e., the generalizability of findings towards regular life contexts). Several features of online experiments contribute to more “realism”. First, participants can make their experimental choices in the familiar setting of their own home office. Second, as in regular life, they have the discretion to adjust their effort in the experiment according to the marginal benefits and costs they subjectively expect. Third, a non-intended influence of the researcher as a person is precluded in experiments, whereas such interferences are a threat in the lab where the experimenter is often personally present.

Given a fixed research budget, replacing lab experiments by online experiments provides several options to increase external validity. This is due to the overall lower costs of the online approach and the resulting free financial resources that can be used for other purposes. Besides the savings of travel and lab costs, funds are also freed in the online approach because the participants have less opportunity costs that must be compensated. In other words, the “net value” of a given participation fee is ceteris paribus higher in an online experiment than in a lab experiment.

Figure 2 describes the range of opportunities that are provided to online researchers through the lab and travel cost savings and the reduction of participants’ opportunity costs. Besides simply using the cost savings to reduce the required research budgets (cf., the left box shown in grey), online experimenters who dispose of a given research budget have three relevant options (cf., the three black boxes shown on the right) to use freed funds to increase external validity:

1. They can use the freed funds (including those resulting from a feasible reduction of the participation fees) to run the experiment with a higher number of participants.

2. They can use the freed funds (including those resulting from a feasible reduction of the participation fees) to increase the performance-related incentives. This facilitates the reduction of an eventual gap between (low) experimental incentives and the actual consequences of people’s actions in their regular decision environment.

3. They can use the lab and travel savings to increase the participation fee and recruit representatives of the social group of interest8 as experimental subjects instead of students. Increased participation fees, in conjunction with the general reduction of participants’ opportunity costs in online experiments, enables experimenters to better cover the opportunity costs of participants of the social group of interest (e.g., farmers) that are regularly higher than those of students who are often used in experiments as convenient surrogates.

Researchers can also employ various mixtures of the aforementioned measures and use, for example, one part of the freed funds to increase performance-related incentives and another part to recruit real decision makers from the social group of interest as experimental subjects.

---

7 In online experiments, practical difficulties arise with anonymity and privacy issues. If experimenters collect anonymous data only in order to push the revelation of “true” behavior, they will have a difficult job to make payments to participants for their participation and, even more so, for their performance.

8 Younger participants are usually more familiar with modern communication technology than elderly participants. The online experimenter must therefore consider and eventually reduce the risk of a bias in order to ensure the representativeness of participants.
An increase of the performance-related incentives helps to compensate the mental effort of participants and make them seriously attack the experimental tasks. Furthermore, incentives that are paid contingent on performance reduce the ever imminent social desirability bias if trade-offs between performance and pro-social goals are designed into an experiment (antagonistic incentives). In other words, if relevant payoffs are at stake, the participants cannot behave as pro-social “do-gooders” (Gutmenschen) without costs. However, while reducing the social desirability bias, using performance-related incentives generates the risk of another problem in individual experiments, especially if they are aimed at identifying pro-social preferences. Performance-related incentives may induce participants, even if they have pro-social goals, to adopt purely self-interested behaviors and exclusively strive for monetary payoffs in the experiment. That is, they may realize that experimental payoffs are real while the social consequences are only virtual in that no social costs for themselves or others are caused in reality. This problem which hampers the revelation of the actors’ true preferences can be labeled virtual game bias. In addition, high performance-related incentives may increase the share of virtual game bias participants who, from the very start, are pre-determined to exclusively aim to earn money in the experiment. Therefore, a self-selection bias possibly intensifies the virtual game bias.

In individual experiments that are used to investigate the trade-offs between conflicting self-interested goals, monetary incentives increase the chance that individuals reveal their true preferences without causing the risk of a virtual game bias. One example are Holt and Laury experiments which investigate how individuals assess the trade-offs between income and risk (risk premium). Virtual game bias is not a problem either in individual experiments that are designed to analyze bounded rationality (e.g., framing effects). However, when individual experiments investigate the trade-offs between self-interested goals and pro-social goals (ethical premium), the virtual game bias cannot be completely avoided. To obtain meaningful empirical evidence in individual experiments, the participants must be randomly assigned to experimental scenarios that are identical regarding the monetary incentives (real monetary consequences attached to individual action) but differ with respect to the communicated social consequences. Within groups, experimental subjects will be heterogeneous regarding the revelation of their true preferences. Thus, we cannot observe the level of their ethical premium (i.e., their willingness to renounce profits in exchange for the achievement of pro-social goals) since we do not know to which extent the experimentally observed behavior is distorted by the virtual game bias. The differences between groups are meaningful, however. In a cautious interpretation they can be understood as lower bounds of the ethical premium.
4 Future Prospects

Economic experiments are run for many reasons, including the generation of hypotheses and theory testing. The field of experimental applications is not restricted to positive analysis, but also covers normative analysis for social actors who attempt to steer the behavior of others. In policy analysis, economic experiments could be used to assess the behavioral changes that are likely to be induced by institutional innovations. Such tests of behavior and their prudent interpretation as conditional forecasts (what-if analyses) do not require the experimenter to fully understand the black box of individual decision making.

The importance of a reliable policy impact assessment particularly results from recent changes in European agricultural policy. Agricultural policy increasingly attempts to steer the behavior of economic actors through changing their institutional environment, instead of granting transfer payments which was the predominant approach in the past (cf., e.g., VER-CAMMEN, 2011). On the one hand, new policies are aimed at reducing negative externalities such as the social costs caused by nitrogen entry into the groundwater, emission of climate-damaging gases, pesticide residues in food, etc. On the other hand, they try to solve positive externality problems, such as the underproduction of public goods, which are deemed socially desirable but not remunerated in the conventional market environment (e.g., cultural landscapes and biodiversity, animal welfare, biological carbon dioxide stores, etc.). Any cost-benefit analysis that is based on socially desired goals within a framework of policy analysis first of all needs to identify measures that are cost-efficient with regard to the intended change of actors’ behavior. Naturally, in this endeavor, the regulator has to identify the most likely would-be behavior of the actors concerned.

In general, the steering effect of institutional innovations can be analyzed ex-post or ex-ante. Ex-post approaches evaluate measures that have been implemented in the actor’s real environment. A major drawback of ex-post approaches is that the budgets have been spent already. In addition, there is a lack of internal validity since empirically observed socio-economic phenomena cannot easily be attributed to a certain policy measure due to the limited control of the relevant environment. Thus, ex-post approaches often are restricted to the identification of statistical relations (e.g., econometric analyses) or comparative analyses (e.g., systematic case studies).

Ex-ante approaches have the advantage of providing decision support before political choices are made. However, often narrow rational choice models, which assume a completely rational and exclusively profit-maximizing agent (homo oeconomicus), have been used in ex-ante policy analysis. Real individuals, however, pursue multiple goals. They do not exclusively strive for profit and risk reduction but also for non-monetary goals including social recognition and consistency with internalized values and identity. Furthermore, people in the real world are bounded-rational decision makers. Being limited in their cognitive abilities as well as in their information about the relevant environment, they often rely on simple decision-making rules and heuristics (cf., SIMON, 1957). Using rational choice approaches thus causes the risk of misjudging both the type and speed of adaptive behavior to changes in their environment. Formal utility models, which extend the narrow rational choice perspective by multiple goals and bounded rationality, are a first attempt to avoid such misjudgments (cf., e.g., FEHR and SCHMIDT, 1999). However, economic actors are heterogeneous in their goals, evaluations, and the extent of their bounded rationality. Conditional forecasts for the decision-making behavior of individual actors with the help of formal models are usually not viable due to lack of subject-related data or the prohibitively high costs of collecting such data. In most cases, formal models are therefore not suited to shed light on what is often misleadingly referred to as “behavioral anomaly”, i.e., the gap between forecasts based on (narrow) rational choice model and actual behavior. Economic experiments, in contrast, facilitate a systematic and context-related testing of human behavior with real consequences under controlled environmental conditions.

In recent years, business simulation games have been increasingly suggested as an instrument to experimentally provide conditional forecasts for policy impact analysis. In business simulation games, the participants run, for example, a farm and make decisions about their production program. By controlling the rules of the game and a systematic ceteris paribus variation of factors (e.g., policy measures) that are assumed to affect behavior, causal relationships can be identified. This, in turn contributes to the specification of theory concerned with human decision making. The decision-making context for business simulation games can be designed close to reality, independent of whether they are conducted in the lab or online. This improves their external validity compared to more
stylized experimental contexts. The general “external validity gap” of experiments can be further reduced if experimental subjects are recruited from the social group of interest (e.g., with farmers) instead of using surrogates such as students. This will be important if, in agricultural policy analysis, we want to learn something about the behavior of farmers (and not of students) given a specific institutional innovation. Within the framework of a systematic methodology triangulation, the experimental testing of the real behavior of real decision makers who face relevant real payoffs in a controlled and artificial but realistic decision-making environment may complement more traditional rational choice approaches. Systematic triangulation, in turn, has a good chance to increase the quality of conditional behavioral forecasting.

While first approaches to use experiments for agricultural policy analysis are available (cf., e.g., BREUSTEDT et al., 2008; MÜHloff and HIRSCHAUER, 2011), their general suitability for specific questions of agricultural policy design and, eventually, the need for methodological specifications need to be further studied. If experimental approaches can be confirmed to be a suitable tool to provide reasonably reliable forecasts of actors’ behaviors, a vast variety of subject areas lends itself to an analysis. Given the pollution of ground and surface waters resulting from the nitrogen surplus of nearly 100 kg/ha (in 2011 according to UBA, 2014), a prominent field of application would be the question of how various policy measures affect farmers’ fertilizing behavior. The question of how policy choices affect behavior is especially relevant if policy makers enlarge their toolbox and think not only beyond traditional command and control approaches (e.g., mandatory fertilizing limits) but also beyond traditional market approaches such as a change in relative prices (e.g., by means of a steering tax).
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